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Opportunity in a time of crisis
An immense challenge, a timely response and a vision for a comeback
There is no sugar coating the
devastating effects of the economic shutdown brought about
by the pandemic. It has been a
tough five months for New
Hampshire businesses and we
are not out of the woods yet.
But there is some good news
worth talking about and some
real economic opportunity for
communities like Concord and
New Hampshire in general.
It is certainly worth highlighting New Hampshire’s track
record in terms of responding to
COVID-19.
Swift action resulted in
avoiding the rapid spread of the
virus, even though a main epicenter of the disease is a little
more than an hour to our south
in Boston. We prepared for the
worst-case scenario and avoided
a dreaded surge that could have
overwhelmed our healthcare
system. We ramped up NH Employment Security to handle unprecedented numbers. Much
needed emergency funding was,
for the most part, disbursed to
businesses in a timely and efficient manner without a lot of
red tape, keeping our economy
afloat. We involved industry
leaders in the planning process
for reopening the economy.
And while a second surge of
COVID is certainly possible, we
are much better prepared with
sufficient PPE, testing capacity
and a better understanding of
strategies that work. In other
words, this could have been a
whole lot worse, as it was and
still is in other states!
On the silver lining side, a
real opportunity has emerged
for communities such as ours.
People in dense metropolitan
settings are questioning
whether or not they want continue to live and work in big
cities, and there is an exodus of
people moving to more rural
environments. In New Hampshire, we have a terrific product
to sell in terms of attracting
workers and businesses. Safe
communities, good schools,
lower cost of living, and magnificent recreational and cultural amenities are just a few of
the selling points. Before
COVID, recruiting talent was

Complimentary webinar on
Thursday, August 6 at 2 p.m.

The Chamber offers award-winning marketing resources that showcase New Hampshire’s unique appeal
and business advantage to those in search of a higher quality of life.

People in dense metropolitan settings are questioning whether or not
they want continue to live and work in big cities, and there is an exodus
of people moving to more rural environments. In New Hampshire, we have
a terrific product to sell in terms of attracting workers and businesses.
Safe communities, good schools, lower cost of living, and magnificent
recreational and cultural amenities are just a few of the selling points.
among the biggest challenges
for New Hampshire businesses.
Today we have an opportunity
to set the stage for a postCOVID robust and healthy
economy. We need to strike
while the iron is hot.
To that end, we offer multiple, professional marketing resources that showcase New
Hampshire and the Capital region to entrepreneurs and businesses, as well as established career and young professionals.
In March, Everyday Wanderer
recognized our www.VisitConcord-NH.com blog site as one of
the “Best Tourism Websites in
the U.S.” And the Chamber’s
26th edition of the Guidebook to
Greater Concord, New Hampshire,
our premier relocation piece
produced in partnership with
the Concord Monitor, features the

award-winning photography of
Geoff Forester.
As the state capital chamber
of commerce, we are a top resource for those looking to visit
and relocate here. We’re proud
to share these comprehensive
resources and encourage you to
use them to highlight New
Hampshire as a premier destination for those in search of an
ideal place to live, attend college, start a business, work and
raise a family!

Look for News You Want to
Know here in the Concord Monitor
once a month.
Incorporated in 1919, the
Greater Concord Chamber of Commerce is one of the largest chambers
in the state with more than 950
members. New Hampshire’s state
capital chamber of commerce develops economic opportunities,
strengthens the business climate
and enhances quality of life in the
Capital region.

Welcome New Members!
HRKNSScowork, John Fownes Design,
Sugar Creek Workshop and White Mountain Digital.
Learn more about these member organizations on
the Chamber’s online Membership Directory at
ConcordNHChamber.com.

Support Chamber members

Kelly Cleaning Service

“Your Office Cleaning Specialist”

KellyCleaningService.com
(603) 608-8128

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP
FOR HOME IMPROVEMENT

www.belletetes.com

In New Hampshire and across
the country, the COVID-19 pandemic is impacting various communities in different ways. During
this webinar, representatives from
the New Hampshire Office of
Health Equity (OHE), the Division
of Public Health Services (DPHS),
and the Brandeis Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) will
share compelling data about the
disproportionate impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on New
Hampshire’s communities of color.
Guest panelists Trinidad Tellez,
MD, NH Dept. of Health and
Human Services’ Director of Office
of Health Equity, Kirsten Durzy,
MPH, NH DHHS’ Evaluator of Division of Public Health Services,
and Jessica Santos, PhD, Brandeis
University’s Director of Community-Engaged Research at the Institute on Assets and Social Policy,
will break down the numbers so
that we may understand their implications.
As the state rebuilds its
economy and works to make New
Hampshire a safe and welcoming
place for all its residents, building
the health of communities impacts
the economic health of everyone,
as well as the future economic vitality of the state.
Join the discussion and learn
why health disparities exist, how
they impact everyone and what
we can do as a community to
begin to address them so that everyone in New Hampshire has the
same opportunity to be healthy
and thrive. Presented in partnership with Protect Our Care NH.
A large portion of this webinar
is reserved for Q&A; be prepared
to submit your questions during
the live discussion.
Questions? Read our “Tips for
joining a Zoom webinar” blog or
reach out to Bryanna Marceau at
bmarceau@concordnhchamber.com.
Register in advance (no charge)
at ConcordNHChamber.com/
key-events to attend the webinar.
We’ll forward a link and instructions to attend; click the link when
the event is set to begin.

Let us clean and transform
your environment.

Welcome to a partnership between the Greater Concord Chamber of Commerce and
the Concord Monitor. Published at least once per month, these pages feature
exclusive news and updates from the Chamber to the Greater Concord community.
It’s also a great way for readers to connect with Chamber members that are invested
in the community and the economic health of the Capital Region.
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